INTRODUCTION
Decora® Digital Devices are designed to provide multi-location control of Decora® Digital Dimmers and Switches. Decora® Digital Dimmers and Switches with Bluetooth® represent the next generation of lighting control technology. This innovative device works using the Leviton Decora® Digital Dimmer & Timer app that can be easily downloaded to smartphones or tablets and paired to the Leviton Dimmer using Bluetooth® technology. Decora® Digital Devices give users point-to-point location control to automate lighting, bridging the gap between standard dimmers and whole-house automation systems. The Decora® Digital Dimmer is a powerful device - combining the best of Leviton dimmer and timer functions with today's mobile technology for impressive results. The simple touch of a finger following the intuitive on-screen guide makes it more convenient than ever to manage lighting for home activities or to ensure a "fixed-in" (look away). Plus, the Decora® Digital Dimmer is Universal and compatible with LED, CFL, or incandescent bulbs. The Decora® Digital Switch combines the functions of a standard wall switch and a countdown or programmable timer switch in one attractive device. Use of the app allows greater flexibility for timer functionality and makes pushing the button easier to do.

FEATURES
• ON/OFF LED
• Three way communication
• Ease of installation – No new wiring

TOOLS NEEDED TO INSTALL YOUR REMOTE
Screwdriver
Electrical Tape
Pliers
Pins
Ruler

Changing the color of your Remote:
Your remote may include color options. To change color of the face proceed as follows:

Step 1
Insert top tabs and press in bottom tabs to release

Step 2
Identifying your wiring application

3-Way Wiring - DDMX1 Dimmer with DD00R-DLZ Dimming Remote

3-Way Wiring - DD00R-DLZ Dimming Remote

WIRING DDD0R-DLZ SWITCHING REMOTE

WIRING DDD0R-DLZ SWITCHING REMOTE (wall box with Line Hot connection): Connect wires per WIRING DIAGRAM as follows:
• Use backwire connection when connecting two wires to one screw terminal.
• Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch.
• Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch and first traveler from the switch must go to the terminal screw on the remote marked "YL/RD".
• Neutral wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked "WH".
• Neutral wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked "WH".

WIRING DDMX1 DIMMER (wall box with Load connection): Connect wires per WIRING DIAGRAM as follows:
• Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal lead.
• Neutral wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch and first traveler from the switch must go to the terminal screw on the remote marked "YL/RD".
• Neutral wall box wire to White dimmer lead.

Step 3
Preparing and connecting wires:
This remote can be wired using side wire terminal screws or through backwire openings.

Installing your remote application

Step 1
Load remote into wall box

Step 2
Install top tabs and press in bottom tabs to attach

Step 3
Insert top tabs and press in bottom tabs to release

WARNING: TO AVOID FIRE, SHOCK OR DEATH; TURN OFF POWER at circuit breaker or fuse and test that power is off before wiring!

3-Way or More Applications (Multi-Location)
Universal Matching Remotes (Dimming & Switching)
Cat. No. DD00R-DLZ - Matching Dimming Remote - 120/277VAC, 60Hz
Cat. No. DD0SR-DLZ - Matching Switching Remote - 120/277VAC, 60Hz

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WARNINGS AND CAUTIONS:
• TO AVOID FIRE, SHOCK OR DEATH; TURN OFF POWER at circuit breaker or fuse and test that power is off before wiring!
• To be installed and/or used in accordance with electrical codes and regulations.
• If you are unsure about any part of these instructions, consult an electrician.
• Decora® Digital remotes are not compatible with standard 3-way or 4-way switches. They must be used with compatible Decora® Digital devices for multi-location switching.

TO AVOID FIRE, SHOCK OR DEATH; TURN OFF POWER at circuit breaker or fuse and test that power is off before wiring!

In case of doubt consult an electrician.

If you are unsure about any part of these instructions, consult an electrician.

The Decora® Digital Dimmer is a powerful device - combining the best of Leviton dimmer and timer functions with today's mobile technology for impressive results. The simple touch of a finger following the intuitive on-screen guide makes it more convenient than ever to manage lighting for home activities or to ensure a "fixed-in" (look away). Plus, the Decora® Digital Dimmer is Universal and compatible with LED, CFL, or incandescent bulbs. The Decora® Digital Switch combines the functions of a standard wall switch and a countdown or programmable timer switch in one attractive device. Use of the app allows greater flexibility for timer functionality and makes pushing the button easier to do.

Digital devices are not compatible with standard 3-way or 4-way switches. They must be used with compatible Decora® Digital devices for multi-location switching.

The remote(s) will turn the light on at the brightness level selected at the dimmer. If the wiring in the wall box does not resemble the diagram, note that one of the screw terminals from the old switch being removed will have 4 screws, note that the old switch being removed will have 4 screws.

NOTE:
• Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch and first traveler from the dimmer must go to the terminal screw on the remote marked "YL/RD". This traveler from the remote must go to Yellow/Red dimmer lead.
• Neutral wall box wire to White dimmer lead.

Proceed to Step 5.

NOTE:
• The DDMX1 dimmer must be installed in a wall box that has a Load connection. The DD00R-DLZ dimming remote must be installed in a wall box with a Line Hot connection and a Neutral connection.

NOTE: The DD05R-DLZ switch remote must be installed in a wall box that has a Load connection. The DD05R-DLZ switch remote must be installed in a wall box that has a Load connection.

NOTE:
• The DD0SR-DLZ switching remote must be installed in a wall box that has a Load connection. The DD0SR-DLZ switching remote must be installed in a wall box that has a Load connection.

NOTE:
• The DD05R-DLZ switch remote must be installed in a wall box that has a Load connection. The DD05R-DLZ switch remote must be installed in a wall box that has a Load connection.

NOTE:
• The DD0SR-DLZ switching remote must be installed in a wall box that has a Load connection. The DD0SR-DLZ switching remote must be installed in a wall box that has a Load connection.

NOTE:
• The DD0SR-DLZ switching remote must be installed in a wall box that has a Load connection.
Step 4c

Connect wires per WIRING DIAGRAM as follows:

**WIRING DDMX1 DIMMER**

- Green or bare copper wire in wall box to Green terminal screw.
- Neutral wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked "WH".
- Neutral wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked "WK".
- Load wall box wire identified (tagged) when removing old switch to the remote terminal screw marked "RDYL/RD".
- Neutral wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked "WHYR".
- First and Fourth Traveler wires to remote terminal screw marked "YL/RD" (note wire color).
- Second and Fourth Traveler wires to remote terminal screw marked "YL/RD" (note wire color).
- Second and Fourth Traveler wires to remote terminal screw marked "YL/RD" (note wire color).
- Neutral wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked "WHYR".
- Neutral wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked "WHYR".
- Neutral wall box wire to remote terminal screw marked "WHYR".

**Step 5**

Testing your Remote prior to completely mounting in wall box:

- Position all wires to provide room in outlet wall box for installation. Ensure that the "DIM" LED is face up on the device strap.
- Partially screw in mounting screws in wall box mounting holes.

NOTE:
- Master dimmer or switch must also be installed.
- Do not use this product as a fan or vent control.
- Do not use with mains voltage.
- Do not use with any other product.
- Do not use with any other device.
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